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1. Background and organisational overview 

Real People Kenya Limited (RPKL) is a non-deposit taking financial solutions provider for businesses. We target the 

mass market with a particular interest in the Small and Medium Enterprises sector in Kenya. 

In 2015 RPKL listed medium notes. There has been no trading in the unlisted shares or the listed medium-term notes. 

The company has an approval framework that is committed to treat all shareholders equitably. 

Our operations are built for a focused portfolio of businesses. Our services are anchored on the provision of 

responsible finance solutions to individuals and businesses through tailored products such as the Business Finance 

Loan Facility (MEF) and Real Cash, which is a short-term loan for emergencies. At Real People Kenya our customers 

are central to what we do. They are the reason we exist and as such, our products are driven by a commitment and 

a vision of “Sustainably Improving Lives”. 

In the next few months we intend to diversify to insurance premium financing and mobile phone-based loan products 

in order to meet the increasing needs of our customers and prospective customers. 

We are spread across Kenya, operating in the major towns across the country. We have offices in Mombasa, Malindi, 

Nairobi, Thika Meru, Nakuru, Eldoret and Kisumu. 

2. Situational analysis 

RPKL is a medium-tier player in the credit-only microfinance sector. Our influence has been diminishing in the past 

3 years due to poor underwriting in the past, the deterioration of the loan book written before 2018, high staff turnover 

and limited funding options, along with capital depletion. While improvements have been noted in the past year, the 

company is still not out of the woods.  

The Kenyan economy hasn’t been steady for the last 2 years; and more so since the 2017 elections. The impact of 

rising and often unpredictable fuel prices, delay by the county and national governments to pay suppliers, and rising 

inflation all contribute to a volatile business environment. These and the greater focus for more regulation in the 

microfinance sector all have served to make the business outlook to be rather dim. The interest rate caps on bank 

lending also serve to create an unbalanced playing field for the sector in which we operate. 

Real People Kenya Limited has made its submission on the Micro Finance Bill which is pending tabling in Parliament. 

If enacted in its current form the bill will complicate the discharge of business further for players in this field.  

3. Governance structure and how it supports the ability to create value 

Real People Kenya Limited is a public company registered under the Companies Act subscribing to the highest 

standards of governance. Our stakeholders include a wide variety of people and entities: our clients, our staff 

members, our funders, our shareholders, our suppliers, our regulators, the communities where we provide services, 

and the government. They all deserve our best endeavours to act correctly and sustainably. We are also a member 

of AMFI Kenya, the industry body.  

Our governance and risk frameworks are integrated in our operations to enable enhanced accountability, effective 

risk management, clear performance management, greater transparency and effective leadership. The Governance 

and Management framework was approved in September 2016. The framework outlines the preferred governance 

model for decision making to be decentralized to the lowest level where quality decisions can be made. 

At the helm we have a board of directors that then guides the executive team in the execution of the business strategy 

and provides business direction. The CEO is charged with the overall direction of the company and he or she works 

closely with the Executive Committee to do this.  

The key objectives of the board are highlighted below and in our board charter: 

a) Provision of entrepreneurial leadership 

b) Strategy formulation and oversee implementation 

c) Review and approval of strategic plans 

d) Monitoring of company’s performance against strategic plans and objectives. 
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Below is an abridged version of our interim organogram with many other key positions not currently included as a 

result of the restructuring exercise undertaken in 2016;  

 

 
 
We have clearly defined roles and policy guidelines to guide decision making and harmonize actions; and we strive 
to have effective leadership that unites purpose and performance by inculcating an ethical and risk-aware culture 
which creates an enabling, yet competitive environment. 
An internal legal and compliance audit is undertaken annually and there have been no adverse findings. The quality 
assurance function has been elevated and is effective. Its findings are implemented and elevated to the board and 
shareholders when necessary. 
RPKL is compliant with 97.6% of all the mandatory aspects as stipulated in the CMA guidelines and the company is 
committed to full compliance by next year. 

4. Business model 

At Real People Kenya our client is at the core of all decisions. We endeavour to deliver our services in the most 

ethical and efficient way. This should enable us to grow a quality loan book while ensuring client satisfaction by 

offering the best levels of service possible. This commitment is embodied in our service charter in which we commit 

to: 

4.1. Quality, responsive services 

4.2. Courtesy and respect 

4.3. Fair and equal services 

4.4. Accountability 

4.5. Confidentiality 

This is a major shift from the previous business model which was focused more on our operational capabilities. 

Our business model allows us to respond to client needs in a competitive environment. We manage our resources 

prudently to deliver best outcomes for our customers, our staff and shareholders. We engage our customers as 

individuals and give them special attention to resolve their financial needs, where possible. 

Our biggest challenge is limited product offering and capital inadequacy. Currently we are offering a single product 

called Micro Enterprise Finance. 

Diversification is of key importance in remaining relevant and competitive. To this end we are in the process of 

developing new products to enhance our suite. The availability of capital will be a key consideration as to whether we 

are able to offer these much-needed products to the market. 
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5. Risks and opportunities 

We operate in a highly competitive niche in the Kenyan economy, focusing on the lower SME and upper Micro 

business sectors. The business environment is now very dynamic, and the customer is more informed and aware of 

their rights more than ever before. Technology is also changing very fast. More players have moved into this space, 

hence making focus on the same customers very high. Mainstream banks are still also focusing on the same 

customers. All these factors, while increasing financial access, also pose increased risk, with the customer being 

multi borrowed and thus driving default rates up and threatening to lower returns for players such as Real People 

Kenya Limited. 

Labour force mobility is another threat. Micro-finance is a relationship business; hence when staff resign, there is a 

possible disruption in the customer relationship management. In extreme cases the ex-staff even tend to try and take 

clients with them. 

Another key threat has been the difficult economic conditions in the country. This has led to the collapse of some 

client businesses, and thus increasing default rates. 

However, there are also several opportunities in this market. The summary below summarizes the SWOT analysis of 

Real People.   
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Strengths Weakness 

1. Well-developed market segment knowledge and 

skills 

2. Committed and resilient workforce 

3. Proper strategic oversight by knowledgeable 

board 

4. Experience in crisis management 

1. Limited products offer 

2. Limited capital base 

3. Expensive funding 

4. High cost base/Scalability concerns 

5. Expensive and limited IT system capabilities 
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Opportunities Threats 

6. Customer loyalty 

7. Adaptive to change 

8. Established business infrastructure 

9. Regulatory risks 

10. Liquidity pressure 

11. Competition 

12. High staff turnover 

13. Technology – IT systems 

14. Uncertainty as going concern 

15. Difficult/poor collections 

Positive Negative 

6. Our strategy 

Our business strategy is developed thorough a consultative process. It was presented and approved by the board 

with amendments as necessary. 

We endeavour to improve lives sustainably by offering responsible financial solutions to our clientele. We do this by 

adhering to our core values which are; 

1.1. Self-improvement 

1.2. Customer centricity 

1.3. Respect,  

1.4. Innovation 

1.5. Partnership creation and  

1.6. Teamwork.  

 

With this in mind and also considering the plans and key challenges we are faced with, the following 5 areas form the 

core of our short- to medium-term strategy; 

a) Change management strategy 

b) Growth and client focus strategy 

c) Collections strategy 

d) Operational efficiency strategy 
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e) People strategy 

These strategies should enable us to have increased returns and turn the business into sustainability/break even 

status. 

7. Resource allocation 

7.1 Human capital 

We have a labour force of 94 permanent and 7 non-permanent members of staff. These are distributed across the 

country within our branch network. This has fundamentally changed from 2015 after which we had to do a voluntary 

exit as a part of our restructuring plans. Since 2016 we have reduced the work force by 55% in numbers. We are 

forever striving to be more efficient without compromising on client service even as we keep the salary bill low. 

We value integrity and learning highly. We pride ourselves on training and challenging our people to self-improve 

continuously. 

The distribution below provides statistics on the human capital complement; 

 

7.2 Financial Capital 

We raised funds previously through the issuance of corporate medium-term notes. This enabled us to raise about 

Kshs 1.6B in August 2015.Part of this was repurchased in 2017, leaving over Kshs 1.3B outstanding. While the 

covenants have been breached, we endeavour to inform the note holders as matters develop within our turnaround 

plans. The company in December 2018 negotiated with its note holders to change the redemption dates to four equal 

tranches in 2022, 2024, 2026 and 2028, provided that we get an investor that will be acceptable to at least 75% of 

the note holders by value, and provides at least KSh.600million of fresh equity. The company has never defaulted on 

any obligation. At every stage the debt has been renegotiated with strong support from note holders, and every 

payment has been made in line with the renegotiated agreement. 

The future of the company is almost wholly dependent on whether or not we get the investor who meets the criteria 

aforementioned. 

7.3 Intellectual Capital 

We have managed to change our products over time to suit the market needs. The product design is based on proper 

research and anchored on an activity-based costing model to ensure viability. Additionally, our new product is fully 

secured, thus limiting the risk of default and striving to ensure recovery in case of complete default. 

7.4 Social capital 

Real People Kenya Limited currently has about 8 000 clients. While most of these are non performing, we have about 

1 000 clients in the performing book, paying their loans as per contract. Through these clients RPKL impacts the 

society in many ways. We create opportunities for the business people who then in turn create employment either 

directly or indirectly. It is estimated that on average the RPKL client has 3 direct employees; not to mention the indirect 

linkages with suppliers, creditors, bankers etc. 

Age/Gender F M Total
Mean 

age
Age/Gender F M Total

Mean 

Age
Age/Gender F M Total

Mean 

Age

20-30 43 36 79 20-30 5 11 16 20-30         38         25         63            -   

31-40 70 52 122 31-40 33 31 64 31-40         37         21         58            -   

41-50 2 7 9 41-50 8 6 14 41-50 -          6            1 -          5            -   

Total 115 95 210 33 Total 46 48 94 35 Total         69         47      116 -2

Permanent Staff 2015 Permanent Staff Current Permanent Difference
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We currently work only with businesspeople who operate from fixed premises. These businesses must meet all the 

compliance requirements by both central and county governments to be financed. Despite these requirements, most 

of the clients that we serve operate in the informal sector and thus are invariably high-risk. Even when we liquidate 

the security it is always regrettable especially since most of the business failures are as a result of poor and 

sometimes clearly anti-business policies by the government. To cater for this high risk category, we have to charge 

premium rates. 

8. Performance and achievement 

Performance is proactively and progressively managed. The trend in the past 2 years, though we remain loss-making, 

has been positive. The details are as per the included AFS. The key reason that impacts our sustainability is the high 

provisions and a cost base that is not covered by a suitably scaled lending book. 

Despite all these we have never failed to honour any of our financial obligations and don’t plan to fail to honour them 

in future; we are proactively managing the situation to ensure all obligations are met.      

9. Outlook and challenges facing the company and their implications 

 

The Kenyan economy is projected to grow at 5-7% in the year. Intervening circumstances will however still pose a 
challenge. Despite the infrastructure development some strategic decisions by the government may impact the 
performance negatively in the long run. These factors are further exacerbated by an unpredictable natural 
environment which then affects agricultural production. The factors that may impact business are elaborated on in 
the table below; 
 

FACTOR/CHALLENGE DESCRIPTION/COMMENTS IMPACT ON RPKL 

Regulatory Restriction on import age of 
2nd hand vehicles, vehicle 
spares. 

Likely to see reduction in import of new vehicles. This 
will affect the availability of securities used to secure 
loans. 

 Tax regime – Presumptive 
tax, turnover tax. 

Minimal impact especially in Q1 when most 
businesses pay for their permits. Low-end businesses 
likely to avoid this altogether relying instead on the 
informal/daily receipts. This will limit clients available 
for funding. 
Any increase in taxes always has casualties resulting 
in some business closures 

Micro Finance bill 2019 Aims for more regulation of the sector 
More stakeholder involvement needed before this can 
be enacted 

Change of ownership in the 
RPKL business 

Depending on this outcome the nature and character 
of the business may change with far reaching 
implications in the business direction. 
The impact is also the same if the business fails to 
get a suitable investor 

      

Political/Governance Building bridges initiative 
created stable business 
environment 

Bring Stability in the business environment 
Allows enterprise growth which is good for our 
customers. 

Corruption and high cost of 
doing business. Rampant 
culture of facilitation in award 
and payment of tenders 
persists in most counties. 

This reduces the margins for most businesses thus 
impacts their profitability. Also results in delayed loan 
repayments. RP doesn’t finance tenders, but the 
linkage is inevitable 

Eliminate cargo transport by 
road from Mombasa to 
Nairobi/Naivasha 

If the government enforces the directive for the 
transport of cargo from Mombasa via SGR, it is 
bound to kill some businesses which are driven by 
Transport business. Directly hit will be Petro stations, 
eateries and accommodation related businesses. 
This will affect eventually affect the SME sector 
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Terrorism and 
Security Concerns 

Recent terrorism actions 
though taken with 
moderation can impact on 
wider economy. 

Implied warnings (not travel advisories) have impact 
on the tourism sector thus affect businesses 
especially in Mombasa, Mtwapa and Malindi branch. 

      

Economic Farm inputs and cost of fuel. Increasing fuel prices and farm inputs likely to drive 
up food prices which will affect consumption patterns. 

 Delay by state to release 
finance and reduction in 
counties allocation from 
treasury. 

This continues to affect businesses especially those 
in sectors serving the various ministries but notable 
the free school learning program and counties 

High Inflation Erode the purchasing power and reduce disposable 
income thus impact demand which is not good for 
enterprise 

 
With expected on-boarding of strategic investor(s) we hope to see enhanced liquidity which we will apply to deliver 
services and roll out products that meet the market demands. This is expected to return RPKL to profitability and 
service our debt instruments within our covenanted limits. 
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